Sequence arrangement of the rDNA of Drosophila melanogaster.
The sequence arrangement of genes coding for stable rRNA species and of the interspersed spacers on long single strands of rDNA purified from total chromosomal DNA of Drosophila melanogaster has been determined by a study of the structure of rRNA:DNA hybrids which were mounted for electron microscope observation by the gene 32-ethidium bromide technique. One repeat unit contains the following sequences in the order given. First, an 18 S gene of length 2.13 +/- 0.17 kb. Second, an internal transcribed spacer (Spl) of length 1.58 +/- 0.15 kb. A short sequence coding for the 5.8S and perhaps the 2S rRNA species is located within this spacer. Third, the 28S gene with a length of 4.36 +/- 0.23 kb. About 55% of the 28S genes are unbroken or continuous (C genes). However, about 45% of the 28S genes contain an insertion of an additional segment of DNA that is not complementary to rRNA (l genes). The insertion occurs at a reproducible point 2.99 +/- 0.26 kb from the junction with Spl. The insertions are heterogeneous in length and occur in three broad size classes: 1.42 +/- 0.47, 3.97 +/- 0.55, and 6.59 +/- 0.62 kb. Fourth, an external spacer between the 28S gene and the next 18S gene which is presumably mainly nontranscribed and which has a heterogeneous length distribution with a mean length and standard deviation of 5.67 +/- 1.92 kb. Short inverted repeat stems (100-400 nucleotide pairs) occur at the base of the insertion. It is known from other studies that I genes occur only on the X chromosome. The present study shows that the I and C genes on the X chromosomes are approximately randomly assorted. The sequence arrangement on the plasmid pDm103 containing one repeat of rDNA (Glover et al., 1975) has been determined by similar methods. The I gene on this plasmid contains an inverted repeat stem. The occurrence of inverted repeat sequences flanking the insertion supports the speculation that these sequences are translocatable elements similar to procaryotic translocons.